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PREFACE

This report was prepared for use by Army and other personnel in designing
human-materiel interfaces. The work was begun in the Department of Cell Biology
& Anatomy, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL and completed in the
Department of Anatomy & Neurobiology at the Washington University School of
Medicine, St. Louis, MO. We wish to thank the contract adiministrators at both
institutions and at the U. S. Army Natick Research, Development, and Engineering
Center for their help in facilitating the work, especially in regard to moving the
project in midstream.

This report was prepared by James M. Cheverud and colleagues at
Northwestern University and Washington University under Army contract
DAAK60-89-C-1006 during the period April 1989 through March 1990. Dr. Claire
C. Gordon was the project director of the U. S. Army 1988 Anthropometric Survey,
and Dr. Robert A. Walker was the project officer for the contract. Dr. Gordon and
Dr. Walker are affiliated with the Anthropology Group, Materiel Systems Human
Factors Branch, Behavioral Sciences Division, Soldier Science Directorate.



Part I Statistical Techniques, Landmark, and Measurement Definitions

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Army has the responsibility to provide clothing, personal protective
equipment, and workspaces that accommodate the full range of body size variation
present in its user population. This mission can be accomplished only with the aid
of an anthropometric data base that accurately reflects the body size and shape
distributions of soldiers. Recently (1987-1988), the Army updated its 20-year-old
data ba;e by conducting a full-scale anthropometric survey that consisted of ove"
180 body and head dimensions taken on a sample of more thar; 9000 soldiers.
Previous anthropometric surveys were conducted in 1966 for males- and in 1977 for
females.3 The demographic composition of the Army has changed dramatically
since these eajlier surveys in the proportional representation of various age, sex and
racial groups. Thus it was apparent in the mid-80s that the Army's anthropometric
data base needed to be generated anew in order to account for demographic
changes and secular trends in body size and proportion.

The survey featured a sampling strategy in which demographic minority
groups were intentionally "oversampled" in order to accommodate anticipated
demographic shifts in the Army population and in order to support basic research
goals. This methodology will allow researchers to use the data collected to
anticipate futurc changes in the composition of Army's staff. Survey participants
were selected at random within their age/gender/race strata at 11 Army posts in the
continental United States.

At the close of the survey, a working data base representing the male and
female components was created by stratified random sampling of the total data
base, such that the age/race distributions of the working subsets exactly match those
of the June 1988 Active Duty Army. The working sample contains 1774 male
individuals and 2208 females. Demographic details of the working data base
sample, along with basic statistics for the measurements taken, can be found in
Gordon et al. 1

In this report we tabulate the statistical relationships among anthropometric
measurements so that designers of Army materiel systems will be able to utilize the
data to improve the human-materiel interface. The kinds of statistical relationships
tabulated include simple correlations, partial corre!ations, hivariate regressions, and
multiple regressions. The simple correlations, partial correlations, and bivariate
regressions are among all pairs of characters. Four sets of partial correlations are
included, partialling out: stature only; weight only; staiure and weight
simultaneously; and statuie, weight, and age simultaneously. Standard multiple
regressions include specific anthropometric dimensions regressed on standard pairs
of measurements. Stepwise multiple regressions were also calculated for each
anthropornetric dimension using the first five independent variables selected in the
stepwise procedure. All analyses were performed separately for males and females
and are reported separately in the tables below.



A total of 180 anthropometric measurements (see Chapter IV) are included
in the analysis. Forty-eight of these are detailed head measurements derived fron?
three-dimensional coordinates measured with an automated headboard device.
The remaining 132 measurements were standard anthropometric dimensions
representing the size of parts from all over the body.6 Definitions of each of the
measurements analyzed are provided in Chapter IV.

The next three chapters provide a technical description of the statistical
analyses performed and the use of the reported statistics (Chapter II), the
definitions and illustrations of the various landmarks used in anthropometric
measurement (Chapter I1I), and the definitions and illustrations of the
anthropometric measurements themselves (Chapter IV). Following this preliminary
descriptive information the various statistical tables are presented in four chapters,
one for each type of analysis. Chapter V contains simple and various partial
correlation tables for males and, separately, for females. Chapter VI contains
listings of all of the bivariate regressions of sufficient strength of association to allow
prediction of anthropometric measurement values from others among the total set
of measurements analyzed. For each anthropometric variable, Chapter VII includes
the multiple regressions with one, two, three, four, and five independent variables
that best predict the dependent variable's value. The final chapter, Chapter VIll,
includes the multiple regression models for specific sets of dependent and
independent variabies.
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CHAPTER II

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES

General Statistical Asstimptions

When examining anthropometric data it is assumed that the data are
normally or bivariate normally distribute and are a random sample of the
population from which thiey were drawn. That is, we assumed that the individuals
included were independently ascertained an6 are representative of all individuals in
the Army. The means by which the working data base was generated assures
compliance with the random sample assumption while the large sample utilized here
assures that the sampling distribution of the parameters will be distributed in a
statistically appropriate fashion. With these assumptions, we are able to reliably
ascertain the probability that any statistic estimated fror. this sample is different
from zero.

Simple Correlation Coefficients

A simple correlation coefficient (r), sometimes referred to as a Pearson
product-moment correlation, is a measure of the strength of the linear relationship
between two variables. Its value ranges from -1.00 to + 1.00, with -1.00 representing
a perfect negative linear relationship (as X increases, Y decreases), 0.00
representing a total lack of linear relationship, and + 1.00 representing a perfect
positive linear relationship (as X increases, Y also increases) between the variables.
A linear relationship occurs wL'en the change in Y (AY) over a given change in
values of X (A X) is constant over the total range of X values under consideration.
Deviations from a linear relationship result in a lowering of the absolute value of
correlation coefficients.

A simple correlation coefficient between characters X and Y is defined as
follows:

r COV(X,Y) / v/x Vy), (1)

where COV(X,Y) is the covariance of the two characters and V represents their
variance. A covariance measures the extent to which two variables vary in concert.
It is positive when individuals with a larger than average value of X are also typically
larger than average for character Y, negative when larger than average values of X
are typically associated with smaller than average values of Y, and zero when a
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given value of X may be associated with any value of Y. It is calculated as:

N
COV(XY) = [I (Xi- X)(Y i- Y)]/(N-2), (2)

i=1

whereX and Y are the average values of X and Y respectively and N is the number
of individuals used to calculate the covariance. Another equivalent equation often
uscd in calculation is:

COV(XY) = XY- X Y, (3)

where XY is the mean of the cross-pioduct of the two variables. A variance
measures the extent of differences among individuals for the character in question.
It is calculated as follows:

NVx = (X (i-X) /(N-1), (4)
i=1

or, alternatively,

V= (X2 ). (5)

where (X7) is the average of the squared values of X. Inspection of these equations
indicates that a variance is the covariance of a trait with itself.

A simple correlation is thus a covariance standardized by the level of
variation exhibited by the characters. 'TMi standardization allows one to compare
the strengths of linear relationship across character sets of grossly different levels of
variability. Highly variable measurements, such as weight, will have high
covariances with all other characters as compared to lowly variable measurements,
such as heel breadth. However, because correlations are standardized for levels of
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variability, they can be directly compared across characters. Thus, inspection of the
correlation tables will allow designers to quickly determine which dimensions are
associated in the Army population and therefore which character sets need to
impact design criteria in an integrated fashion.

It is also important to determine the probability that a particular estimated
correlation statisic is significantly different from zero. In finite samples, it is
possible that correlations other than zero may be estimated due to random chance
errors even when the true population correlation is zero. Thus, we need to
determine which of the many correlation coefficients estimated actually indicate a
linear association between the variables. In general, an observed statistic is
considered significantly different from zero when the probability of obtaining s':zh
an observation in the actual population is 5% or less. This test applies to a single
statistical determination.

The standard criterion implies that I in every 20 independent statistics may
appear significantly different from zero by chance alone. However, with the 180
traits in the 1988 Working Data Base, the full matrix of correlations between all
traits contains [(180 * 179)/2], or 16,110 different correlation coefficients. With the
acceptance of the 5% probability level, one would expect approximate!y 800
significant correlations by chance alone, even when there is no correlation in the
popula ,.), as a whole. "Thus, with multiple statistical comparisons, it can be difficult
to determine which correlations are actually not equal to zero and which only
appear so. This prolern is known as a multiple comparisons problem and is
overcome by using the Bonferroni criterion, or Dunn's test, for determining the
significance of individual coefficients. Using the Bonferroni criterion, the
experimentwise (or collective) error rate for Type I errors (errors in which the null
hypothesis of no correlation is falsely rejected) is limited to no more that 5%, so that
there is only a 5% probability of an incorrect rejection of the null hypothesis for
even a single coefficient out of ihe entire collection. This probability limitation is
accomplished by dividing the error rate per comparison (typically 0.05) by the total
number of comparisons made (k, with k = 16,110 in these analyses). Then the
probability which must be met for a single coefficient to be considered significantly
different from zero is (0.05/k). The significance levels presented in this report
represent the Bonferroni significance levels. Thr-shold correlations, marking the
boundary above which individual correlations are significant, were calculated using
the Bonferryni significance level (P = 0.05/16,110) and the standard error (f the
-zrrelation. The threshold correlations are 0. 113 in the male sample and 0.085 in
the fema!e sample. The threshold corelations differ in the two sexes due to
differences in sample size.

Partial Correlation Coefficients

A partial correlation coefficient measures the linear relationship between
two variables after other, specified variables have been held constant. The
relationship between the two variables of interest is considered independent from

5
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their common relationship to a third or further variables. Thus, the partial
correlation rxy.z is the correlation between traits X and Y with trait Z held constant.
When only one controlling variable is included, the correlation is referred to as a
first order partial correlation. It is calculated from the -ppropriate simple
ccrrelation coefficients as follows:

rxy.= (r - rxry 7 //[(1 - rxz2 ) (1 - ryz2l]. (6)

A second order partial correlation controls for two variables while a third order
partial correlation controls for three variables. The second order partial correlation
between X and Y controlling for both W and Z is calculated as:

rxy.wz = (rxy.z - rxwz ryw.z)/(1 - rxw.z2) (1 - ryw.z2)] (7)

from the first order partial correlations. A third order partial correlation can be
calculated from a set of second order partial correlations in a similar fashion.
Significance testing for partial correlations is essentaily the same as for simple
correlations. With samples as large as those included in the working data base, the
critical partial correlation values for statistical significance using the Bonferroni
criterion ar-. the same as for the simple correlations, at least to the third decimal
place.

Partial correlations are calculated when one wishes to focus on that specific
linear relationship between two variables ,,vhich is independent of other factors. In
anthropometric analyses, the variables most often 'partialled out' are size variables.
For example, size is controlled in order to determine whether individuals of the
same size with longer than average arms also tend to have longer than average legs.
This analysis is necessary since the simple relationship between arm and leg length
may be due merely to the observation that larger people have both longer arms and
longer legs rather than being due to some special relationship between arm and leg
length. The partial correlations between all trait pairs have been calculated when
adjusting for the effects of stature and weight separately, the combined effects of
stature and weight, and the combined effects of stature, weight, and age. Thus,
these partial correlations can be used to quantify and interpret body shapes.

Blvariate Linear Regression

Bivariate regression measures the linear relationship between a dependent
(Y) and single independent (X) variable by estimating the number of unit
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differences in trait Y which typically accompany a single unit of in'crease or decrease

in trait X. The model used for the linear relationship is:

Y = a + bX x, (8)

where a is the regression constant or intercept identifying the value of Y when X
equals zero and by.x is the regression coefficient or slope indicating the number of
unit differences in Y given a single unit difference in X The regression coefficient
is calculated as:

by.X = cov(XY)/Vx, (9)

where cov(XY) and Vx are as defined above. The regression constant is then
calculatcd as:

a Y - bx X, (10)

where X and Y are the means of the independent and dependent variables,
respectively. The values estimated for coefficients a and byx in this equation are
those that minimize the squared deviations of obscrved Y values from the estimated
regression line. This procedure is known as least squares regression.

The use of this regression model, usually referred to as Model I regression, is
based on three assumptions: (1) The independent variable, X, is measured without
error; (2) the mean values of the dependent variable (Y) are a function of the values
of the independent variable (X) and lie on a straight line described by equation 8;
and (3) for any particular value of the independent variable (Xi), the dependent
variable's (Y) values are independently and normally distributed with constant
variance across various values of the independent variable. Assumption 2 was
described above in the discussion of simple correlations while Assumption 3 was
discussed in general terms at the beginning of the chapter. The first assumption will
not generally hold for anthropometric variables, in that all mesurements ire taken
with some degree of error. Even so, when prediction is the main purpose of
regr 5 ssion analyses, as it is here, Model I regression is the most appropriate form to
use.

The primary purpose for regression coefficients in the context of this report
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is to allow the prediction of the dependent variable given a specific value for the
independent variable. This is accomplished by using equation 8 and treating a, bv,
and X as known and using them to estumate Y. The estimate of Y obtained in (his
fashion is the most likely, or average, value of Y for the Xi given in the equation.
For example, we may predict the value of acromial height, sitting (ACRHTST,
standard measurement 4) from acromial height (ACRHGHT, standard
measurement 3) in males (see Measurement Definitions and Illustrations, Chapter
4). The appropi sate regression equation is:

Estimated ACRHTST (mm) = 128.038 + 0.326 * ACRHGHT (mm). (11)

Even though this point estimate is the most likely value of the dependent variable
(ACRHTST) given the value of the independent variable (ACRHGHT), normal
variation in the dependent value causes individual cases to deviate from the
prediction. The standard error of the estimate measures the extent of variation in
the dependent variable at any given value of the independent variable. It is the
standard deviation of the residuals which, in turn, are the deviations of the observed
values from those predicted by the regression model. Thus, we can use the standard
error of the estimate (., x) to provide a likely range of dependent values given the
independent value specified. Given the very large sample sizes used here, the
normal correction applied to the standard error of the estimate ,•hen the
independent variable deviates from its mean can be dispensed with here. Thus a
95% confidence interval for estimated values of thz dependent variable can be
calculated as:

Estimated Y 1 1.96 sy.x. (12)

In our example estimating acromial height, sitting from acromial height, given an
acromial height of 1442 mm and standard error of the estimate equal to 21.634 mm,
the estimated acromial height, sitting is 598 mm and its 95% confidence interval will
te 5('8 mm ! (1.96'21.34). ranging from 556 mm to 640 mm. This means that 95%
of the time individuals with an ACRIIGIUT of 1442 will have ACRIIIST values
between 556 mm and 640 mm. The independent variable which best predicts a
dependent variable is the one with the smallest standard error of the estimate.

Bivariate regression is very closely related to simple hivariate correlation.
The regression coefficient can he calculated as:

r.x , rx (sy/sx). (13)



where si is the square root of the variance (see equation 4). Statistical significance
tests are identical for both regression and correlation coefficients. Since the
bivariate regression tables only contain equations for which the correlation is
greater than 0.50, all regression equations reported are significant ever. at the 0.001
level using the Bonferroni criteria.

Another parameter of interest for regression analysis is the coefficient of
determination (R'). The coefficient of determination measures the proportion of
variation in the dependent variable which is associated with the independent
variable and thus measures the strength of association represented by the
regression. This coefficient is simply the square of the correlation coefficient
between the two variables. Thus, it ranges from 0 to + 1. The higher the coefficient
of determination, the nmore tightly coupled the two variables cons~dered are. The
R2 values reported in these tables have been adjusted for the number of
independent variables used in the analysis. This adjustment does not affect the
bivariate coefficients of determination but does have a slight effect on the values
reported for multiple regressions. In the regression of acromial height, sitting on
acromial height, 46.6% of the variation is shared between the variables. Only
regression equations with coefficients of determination above 0.25 are included in
the tables.

The standard error of the regression coefficient is also provided in the tables.
It allows tests of significance for estimated coefficients by allowing calculation of the
95% confidence interval for the estimate. The 95% confidence interval for the
regression coefficient is given by ± 1.96 times the standard error of the regression
coefficient. For the regression of ACRHTST on ACRttGHT, the standard error of
the regression coefficient is 0.008, and the 95% confidence interval of the regression
coefficient is (0.310, 0.342). Since the 95%, confidence interval does not encompass
0.00, the slope of the regression is significantly different from zero at the 5e% level.

It may also be desirable to predict the Y variable in English units as well as
in metric units. In the conversion of a regression equation from metric to English
units, the value of the slope remains unchanged unless the independent variable is
WEIGHiT, while the constant and the standard error of the estimate are multiplied
by the factor 0(J0. In the regression of acromial height, sitting on acromial height,
the constant in English units is 5.0.41 inches, and the equation expressed in English
units is:

Estimated ACRIITST (in) = 5.(141 + 0.326 0 ACRIIGItT (in), (14)

while the standard error of the estimate converted to English units is 21.634 * 0.040
or 0.852 inches. !n cases where the independent variable is WIGI(;il', the slope is

9



multiplied by the factor 0.147 to convert it from millimeters per centigram to inches
per pound. The constant and the standard error of the estimate are multiplied by
the factor 0.040. The prediction of acromial height sitting (ACRHTST) in males
from weight is expressed in these equivalent equations:

Estimated ACRHTST (mm) = 491.407 + 0.136 * WEIGHT (cg) (15)

Estimated ACRHTST (in) = 19.347 + 0.020 * WEIGHT (lb). (16)

If one wishes to transform these equations to English units when WEIGHT is the
dependent variable, the constant and standard error should be multiplied by 0.268
and the slope by 6.805.

Multiple Linear Regression

Multiple linear regression is useful in the prediction of a dependent variable
from several independent variables simultaneously. The analyses tabulated here
represent two classes of regression analysis, multiple regression and stepwise
multiple regression. The multiple regression equations represent the prediction of
each dependent variable front a specified pair of independent variables; stature and
chest circumference, stature and shoulder circumference, waist circumference and
crotch height, buttock circumference and crotch height, vertical trunk circumference
and crotch height, and stature and weight. In contrast, stepwise multiple regression
is performed in a systematic manner, such that it results in the best limited subset of
predictor variables that accurately predict the dependent variable. The number of
independent variables was limited to five for these analyses.

Multiple regression is a relatively straightforward extension of bivariate
regression. Typically, the combination of two or more independent variables in a
multiple regression allows a more accurate prediction of a dependent variable than
can be obtained from a single independent variable alone, as is done in bivariate
regression. The general multiple regression model used is:

Y =a+ blX1 + b2X2 +...+bkXk, (17)

where the subscripts identify the first, second, third, up to kth independent variable,
a is the regression constant or intercept, and bri is the partial regression coefficient.
The partial regression coefficient is the number of unit changes in the dependent
variable (Y) per ta.it change in the indicated independent variable (Xi) when all
other independent variables are held constant, It is the unstandardized version of
the partial correlation (.ocfficient (equation 6) and can be calculated as follows
when there are two independent variables (X and Z):

10



bx = ryx.z /{[(1-ry2) Vy]/[(1-rz 2 ) Vx]}. (18)

The standardizing term in equation 16 is the ratio of variance in Y not associated
with Z to variance in Xi not associated with Z. Theus, it is seen that equation 16 is
similar in structure to equation 13 relating simple regression and correlation
coefficients. Similar, more ccmplex, equations can be derived for multiple
regressions with further independent variables, although calculations are usually
performed using matrix algebraic algorithms./ The regression constant may be
estimated as:

a = Y- blX1 - b2X2, (19)

although once again the matrix formulation is preferred. The coefficients estimated
by these algorithms describe the line for which the squared deviation of observed Y
values from Y values predicted by the line of regression are minimized.

In addition to the assumptions described above for bivariate regression, in
multiple regression it is assumed that the correlations among the independent
variables are not extreme. If correlations among independent variables are very
high (greater than approximately 0.95), a multicollinearity problem will exist. This
condition will lead to instability of regression coefficient estimates due to the
limited amount of unique variance in specific independent variables available for
partial correlation with the dependent variable. Howevec, multicollinearity is
unlikely to seriously affect prediction using the equations. Inspection of correlation
coefficients among regression coefficient estimates indicates that multicollinearity is
not a serious problem in these analyses.

All of the regressions presented are individually statistically significant at the
0.001 level and collectively at the 0.05 level using the Bonferroni criterion.
Confidence intervals for individual partial regression coefficients are provided in the
tables and can be used to derive 95% corAidence limits as described in the section
on bivariate regression coefficients. Likewise, multiple coefficients of determination
are provided, which indicate the proportion of variance in the dependent variable
associated with the set of independent variables.

Prediction of dependent variable values from specific sets of values for
independent variables is the main purpose of the coefficients presented in this
report. The procedure to be followed is the same as in bivanate regression with the
simple addition of independent variables. For example, male abdominal extension
depth, sitting (ABEXDPST) can be predicted from buttock circumference
(BUTTCIRC) and ..Totch he, -ht (CRCHHGHT) using the following eauation:
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Estimated ABEXDPST(mm)= -42.063 + 0.363 * BUTTCIRC(mm) -0.091 * CRCHHGHT(mm). (20)

Note that all coefficients are statistically significant although crotch height shows no
significant bivariate relationship to abdominal extension depth, sitting. The
inclusion of additional independent variables can alter the apparent relationship
between the dependent and specific independent variables.

The standard error of the estimate provided in the multiple regression tables
can be used, as above, to derive confidence intervals for dependent variable
estimates. Due to the large sample sizes, and consequent small standard errors for
the regression coefficients, inflation of the estimate's confidence intervals due to
deviation of the independent variables from their meanr is minor within the range
of the data. If correction is desired, see Sokal and Rohlf' (p. 637).

The stepwise multiple regressions were calculated using standard multiple
regression procedures after stepwise selection of the appropriate variables. The
stepwise procedure was followed in order to choose a set of five independent
variables, which would best predict the dependent variable. While the best
prediction for any single dependent variable will be obtained from the full set of
other variables (179 in this report), such equations become unwieldy and unreliable
when applied to samples other than the one used to estimate the equation. Thus. it
is preferable to select some subset of independent variables that will produce nearly
as accurate a prediction and be more reliably applied to new samples. No stepwise
procedure is perfect and the inclusion or exclusion of specific variables from the
selected set of independent variables should not be taken as indicating a special
relationship with the depcndent variable. Potential independent variables showing
high correlation with the dependent variable may be excluded from the final
equation due to complex and multiple colinearities with independent variables
already included in the favored variable set. Also, although stepwise procedures do
not necessarily produce 'he optimal five variable equation, they will typically
produce an equation that approaches the optimal one in predictive power.

We used a stepwise forward selection procedure in which independent
variables are aJded to the multiple regression equation sequentially. The first
variable entered is the one with the highest coefficient of determination with the
dependent variable. The second variable added is the one that causes the greatest
increase in the multiple coefficient of determination. This is the variable with the
highest partial correlation with the dependent variable, controlling for the first
variable entered. Additional independent variables are added, one at a time, using
the same criterion. At each step the included variables are reevaluated so that any
variable that initially fits the criterion but, with the new complement of independent
variables, no longer appreciably increases the coefficient of determination, is
removed from the selected set. This prccedure was followed until five independent
variables were selected. These five variables were then used in a series of five
regressions with the independent variable, each further regression including an
additional selectcd independent variable. These regressions are then treated as any
other multiple regression, as described above.
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CHAPTER III

LANDMARK DEFINITIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS

The dimensions are measured from one point on the body (or a fixed surface

such as the floor) to another or, in the case of circumferences, around the body at a
specified level. To ensure that each dimension is measured accurately and
consistently from one subject to the next, dimensions are defined in terms of body
landmarks, which serve as the origin, terminaticn, or level of measurement of a
dimension.

Two men and two women were trained in locating many of these points by
palpation or by sight, and placing actual drawn marks on the bodies of all subjects in
this survey. Measurers were also trained to recognize other easily located
landmarks such as dactylion II landmark, the tip of the index finger, for which
marking was not necessary.

The landmarks used to define the measurements in the survey are briefly
oescribed and illustrated ever the following pages. Detailed instructions for locating
ti'ese landmarks can be found in the Measurer's Handbook.6
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LANDMARKS

Acromion, right and
left: The point of
intersection of the
lateral border of the
acromial process and

Abdominal point, a line running down
anterion The most the middle of the
protruding point of shoulder from the
the relaxed abdomen neck to the tip of the

of a seated subject. shoulder.

Acropodioa:
The tip of the first or ) Alare, right and left-
second toe of the The lateral point on
right foot, whichever the flare or wing of

is longer. I the nose.

Azillary fold,
Anterior superior ilic posterior right and
spine, right and left: left: The highest
The anterior points of A points of the right
the right and left iliac k and left axillary folds
crests. on the back.

Biceps point: The
highest point of the I Bwstpoint, right and
right flexed biceps as left- The anterior
viewed from the points of the bra
subject's right side. Cups.
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LANDMARKS (cont'd)

Buttock point, right
Buttock point, lateral and left lateral: ' [_
posterior. Point of Points on the thigh or 'maximum protrusion hip at the level of the

of the right buttock maximum protrusion
of a standing subject. of the right buttock.

Calf: A point on the Cervicale The '4
side of the cilf at the superior palpable
level of the maximum point of the spine of
circumference of the the seventh cervical
right calf. vertebra. \A) "

Chiin right and
lethIe lateral(

point of the juncture Qi ý ,,Cin: The most
of the fleshy tissue of protruding point on \
the lips with the facial the bottom edge of
skin at the corner of the chin, along the
the mouth. jawline.

Clavicle point, right
and left: The C~inion The lowest
superior point of the point of the hairline
lateral ends of the j on the forehead in
clavicle. . , jj the midsagittal plane.
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LANDMARKS (cont'd)

DactylioniEE Tie tip 4Dacylim H7, ri~ht
of the right index and left: The tip of
finger. the middle fingee.

Deltoid point, right Dorsal juncture of the
and left: The lateral calf and thigh: The
point of the right '.juncture between the
deltoid muscle, and right calf and thigh
the margin of the left behind the knee of a

deltoid muscle at the subject sitting with
level of the right the knee flexed 90
deltoid point, degrees.

Donal juncture of the
foot and leg: The
top of a skin crease
between the right
foot and the front of Ilk
the ankle when the Ear, bottom The
knces and ankles are lowest point of the
flexed about 30 right ear on its long
degrees. axis.

Ear point: The 7()
lateral point (farthest Ear, top: The highest
from the head) of the point of the right ear
right ear. on its long axis.
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LANDMARKS (cont'd)

Ectoorbitale, right
Ectocanthus: The and lcft: The (
outside corner of the posterior point on the
right eye formed by fronta process of the -

the meeting of the zygomatic bone at the
upper and lower levci of the outer
eyelids, comer of the eye.

Fifth
mctatarsophalangeal

Elbow crease: The protruioa: The
skin crease on the lateral protrision of
inside of the right the right foot in the
elbow joint when the region of the fifth
elbow is flexed 90 otmetatarsophalangeal
degrees. joint.

First f,
trctatarsophalangeal Frontote~mporal-
protruion: The right and left: The -
medial protrusion of point of deepest
the right foot in the indentation of the
region of the first temporal crest of the
metatarsophalangeal frontal bone above .
joint. the browridges.

Gluteal furrow point:
GlabcUla& The ,j The lowest point of
anterior point on the the lowest furrow or
frontal bone midway Zcrease at the juncture
between the bony of the right buttock
browridges. and the thigh.
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LANDMARKS (cont'd)

He point, Waernd

and! medIhe
lateral and medial

, points of the right
Ofuih, rh ndheel located at ork~ft: Thec lateral '• behind the most.

point on the poste-ior protruding point of
angle of the mandible the lateral malleolus
(jawbone). (outside ankle bone).

fliocxristae: The
highest palpable paint .
cf the right iliac crest "
of the pelvis, one half " Inferior breast point:
the distance betvcen The inferior point of
the anterior iuperior the juncture of the
iliac and posterior lower of the two
superior iliac spines, breasts with the torso.

lnf rwbitale, right Alp lntflbyr The e
and k&-t The lowest inferior point in the
point on the anterior rnidsagittal plane of
border of the bony the thyroid cartilage
eye socket. (Adam's apple).

Inner thigh: A
vertical line halfway
between the front and
back of the right Knoe point, anterior.
inner thigh, and* The most protruding
extending downward point of the right
from the level of the kneecap of a seated
glateal furrow. subject.
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LANDMARKS (cont'd)

L~atc-ral femoral makl:
epicondylc, standing U-atera! mallcolus: ii[!
and sitting: Lateral The lateral point of

point of the right the right lateral
femoral epicondyle malleolus (outside A

(knee pivot point), ankle bone). " > '

Medil mallcolus: Meiton The inferior
The medial point of point of the mandible
the right medial in the midsagittul
mallecAus (inside plane (bottom of the
ankle bone). chin).

Metacarpale U: The MtacarpaleV: The
lateral point of the medial point of theright metacarpo- !•.'i\•_ right metacarpo- '1trightmetaar"o phalangeal joint V (at f

phalangeal joint IU (at ", riageacaro-V(the base of the index the base of the ittle
finger on the outer finger on the outer
edge of the hand). edge of the hand).

MNidsouldcr:. The Q
(2 point on top of the

right shoulder midway

Midpatcllao The between the neck
anterior point halfway (right trapezius point)
between the top and and the tip of thebottom of the right ;'5:•,•shoulder (acromion,
patclla (the kneecap). f:; right).
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LANDMARKS (cont'd)

INeckanterior, rightlatm-r, and left '

Midspine: A line lateral Anterior and
down the center of lateral points at the -"
the back. base of the neck.

Olecranon, center:. A
Olecranon, bottom point on the center ot
and rear:. The lowest the curvature: of the -/

and rearmost points rig!it olecranon I--
of the right elbow process with the
with the elbow flexed tlbow fexcd about
90 degrees. 115 degrees.

b~ / Posterior superior
po spint : The

Otobasion superior. (,, posterior point of the
The anterior superior (\j/cr' t of the right
point of the juncture ilium. A dimple
between the right car normally ov-erlics this
and the head. point.

athe ro pro jecti on of thc ,. . f the anterior

theprojection of the tip
chin. of the nose.



LANDMARKS (cont'd)

Radial The highet /,,':'- V1
Ptcroo.. The point on the outsidegt
posterior point of the edge of the right
right heel. radius.

Scye: Points on the upper arm and torso as.sociated with the
armhole of a garment.

Anterior scye on the Posterior Jagonad

torso: A short scyc ight and left:
h;;rizontal line on the _, A diagonal Line -"

torso originating at the connecting the apex
apex of the right - of the po•,tcrior
anterior axlllary fold axilary fo!d with the A----
Anterior " on sthe O•, amiOG landmark onAtoryotc__the tip cf the •••
upper arm: A short 4j th t oulde L

horitontal iine on the shoulder.

upper arm originating ,
at the apex of the nght
anterior amllary fold. , right am

P ckleft: A shortPot~terior llrirnw~u ,

oyr, iright anl k-ft: A horizontal hinc i7

short horizontal lin biaecting the Posteriorshort onmnta hneidiatgonatl s , ;
on the back originating
at the apcx of the landmark.
jx)stcii~r axillary ,\

fold.

Posterior vcrtcM"~ we pmne A shorat
right and ktr A short " tnpie: A short

verticala. line on the
heiack lriinetongt the the spine at the levelbackhoriae grinalting axtcr~ th..e 'J flnmruMr.xmatePtxtce,," -'

Axillary told. i 4 landmark"
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LANDMARKS (cont'd)

Stumion: The point I
Sellion: The puint of of intersection of the
the deenest - upper and lower ip
depression of the in the midsagittal j j
nasal bones at the top plane when theof the nose. d t-5l mouth is closed.

Submandibular: The

juncture, in the
midsagittal plane, of

Styiin: Tot uxVe.st the lower jaw
pcint of *?:~ bottom (mandible) and the
of the riglU radius. neck.

of intersection of the //

philtrum (groove of(
the upper lip) with 'Suprapatella: Thethe inoer inr thefa o / right"I patc-il

the inferior surface of -, superior point o, the

midsagittal plan,:. (kneecap).

Suprutcmdcc The Tenth n-&. The
inferior point of the inferior point of the
jugular notch of the / "right tenth rib
stcrnum (top of the ~ (bottom of the rib
breastbone). iicage). ~W
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LANDMARKS (cont'd)

T~high point, top: The
Tlhelon, right and Ihighest point of the top
left- Center of the of the right thigh of a
nipple (on males). Aseated subject.

Top of hcad: Thbe K
Thwnbip: he tp ofhighest point on the
Tbumbtp: Thetip ofhead when the head is

the right thumb. in the Frankfort plane.

A
Trapiori, right and Trapczius poir't, right

left: T1hc superior /and left: 'Re point at
point on th 2cu hc heatro

of thecarti~(,,iomusclrer cof tes thelu
flp(tragus) ( - f the mucecossthe 7iu

car with the hcad. \I)lateral neck landmark.

Trochanter. A -x)ir~t
at the center of the " rznJio h

lateral surface of the superior point of,-hc R
greater trochanter of \ prcatcr trochariter of \
the right femur of a the right femur ofa
Mi~ting suhjcct. stan ding subject. /



LANDMARKS (cont'd)

Waist (natural indenta-
tion): right and left;
anterior and posterior
Level of the greatest
indentation on the right
side of the torso, or half
the distance between Waist (omphalion):
10th r•b and flio-istale right and left; anterior
if no single indentation and postexiot, Level of
is clear, the center of the navel

Wrist, dorsaL- A line
across the back of the
right wrist originating at 4-*.
the stylion landmark _
and perpendicular to - Zygioa, right and left-Sthe long axis of the The lateral point on
arm. the zygomatic arch.

Zygofrontale, right AWz
left: The lateral point 4
of the frontal bone on
its zygomatic process.
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CHAPTER IV

MEASUREMENT DEFINITIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS

One hundred thirty-two directly measured :nthropormetric dimensions were
obtained in the survey using standard instruments and methods. Where there was a choice
of right or left sides, all measurements were taken on the right side of the body unless
specified otherwise or, in rare cases, where an injury or anatomical abnormality made it
necessary to measure on the left side. All anthropometric dimensions were recorded to the
nearest millimeter and all results reported here for these dimensions are in millimeters.
This unit allows standard errors and regression coefficients to be specified with a greater
degree of precision than allowed on a centimeter scale. Weight is reported to the nearest
0.1 kilogram. Detailed illustrated instructions for taking the measurements are included in
Clauser et al.7 while detailed definitions are provided in Gordon et al. 1

In addition to general anthropometric measurements, a series of 48 special head
and face dimensions were derived from the three dimensional coordioates of 26 landmarks
collected by means of a special automated headboard device.-ý These additional
measurements were collected because traditional anthropometric measures do not provide
enough detail in the head and face to maximally aid in the design of personal protective
equipment, such as helmets, goggles, and respirators.

The sample size analyzed here includes 1774 males and 2208 females. With only
minor exceptions, all measurements are available for cach individual. The landmark
crinion cannot be located on bald subjects or those with receding hairlines. It is also not
recorded for individuals with hair transplants. This resulted in the loss of two female and
twenty-seven males for crinion back of the head and crinion - top of the head.
Interpupillary breadths were also unavailable for three males and one female whose
morphology lay outside the range that could be measured by the device employed for this
purpose. These small numbers of missing values have no practical effect on the statistics
reported below.

For each standard measurement, the listing provides the variablc number used to
identify variables in several of the tables below, the full measurement name, an eight
character abbreviated name also defined in the data base, and a brief definition. The data
base variable numbers are not consecutive because a series of anthropometric
measurements derived frmm the original 132 standard anthroponmetric measurements arc
not included in this report. Also in the Tables of this report variable number I corresponds
to subject ID numner.

A visual index of measurement illustrations is provided at the end of the chapter.
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Standard Measurement Definitions

Note: All measurements refer to a subject's right side unless otherwise specified.

2 ABDOMINAL EXTENSION DEPTH, SI'TTING (ABEXDPST) -- horizontal
distance between the anterior point of the abdomen and the back at the same level.

3 ACROMIAL HEIGHT (ACRHGHT) - vertical distance between the standing
surface and the acromion landmark on the tip of the shoulder.

4 ACROMIAL HEIGHT, SITTING (ACRHTST) -- vertical distance between the
sitting surface and the acromion landmark on the tip of the shoulder.

5 ACROMION-RADIALE LENGTH (ACRDLGTH) -- distance between the
acromion landmark at the tip of the shoulder and the radiale landmark on the
elbow.

6 ANKLE CIRCUMFERENCE (ANKLCIRC) - minimum horizontal circumference
of the ankle.

7 AXILLA HEIGHT (AXHGHT) -- vertical distance between the standing surface
and the axillary fold at the anterior scye landmark on the torso.

8 AXILLARY ARM CIRCUMFERENCE (AXARCIRC) -- circumferencr of the
upper arm perpendicular to its long axis at the level of the anterior scye landmark
on the upper arm.

9 BALL OF FOOT CIRCUMFERENCE (BLFTCIRC) -- circumference of the foot
at the first and fifth metatarsophalangeal protrusion landmarks on the ball of the
foot.

10 BALL OF FOOT I.EN'7lTH (BLFTLGTH) - distance between the back of the heel
and the landmark at the fi.'st metatarsophalangeal protrusion on the ball of the foot.

11 IBIACROMIAL BREADTH (BCRMBDTH) - posterior distance between the right
and left acromion landmarks on the tips of the shoulders.

12 BICEPS CIRCUMFERENCE, FLEXED (BICIRCFL) -- circumference of the
upper arm at the level of the flexed biceps point measured perpendicu;ar to the long
axis of the arm.

13 BIDELTOID BREADTHI (BIDI.BDTH) -- maximum horizontal dista ice between
the lateral margins of the tpper .rms on the deltoid muscles.

14 BIMALLIEOIAR BREADTHI (BIMBIDT-ri- horizontal distance between the
maximum protrusions of thc ankle bones b'redial and lateral malleoli).
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15 BISPINOUS BREADTH (BISBDTH) -- distance between the right and left
anterior superior iliac spine landmarks.

16 BITRAGION CHIN ARC (BITCHARC) -- surface dircitce between the right and
!eft tragion landmarks on the cartilaginous flaps in fron. of the earholes across the
chin landmark.

17 BITRAGION CORONAL ARC (BI [COARC) -- surface dalLance between the
right and left tragion landmarks on the cartilaginous flaps in front of the earholes
across the top of the head in a coronal plane.

18 BrfRAGION CRINION ARC (BITCRARC) -- surface distance between the right
and left tragion landmarks on the cartilaginous flaps in front of the earholes across
the top of the forehead at the crinion landmark.

19 BITRAGION FRONTAL ARC (BITFRARC) -- surfice distance between the right
and left tragion landmarks on the cartilaginous flaps in front of the earholes across
the forehead just above the ridges of the eyebrows.

20 BITRAGION SUBMANDIBULAR ARC (BITSMARC) -- surface distance
between the right and left tragion landmarks on the cartilaginous flaps in front of
the earholes across the submandibular landmark at the juncture of the jaw and the
neck.

21 BITRAGION SUBNASALE ARCBITSNARC) -- surface distance between the
right and left tragion landmarvs on the cartilaginous flaps in front of the earholes
across the subnasal landmark.

22 BIZYGOMATIC BREADTH (BIZ3DTHt) -- maximum horizontal breadth of the
face between the zygomatic arches.

23 BUSTPOINT/TIIELION-BUSTPOINT/TtIELION BREADTH (BSTTI'BR) --
distance between the right and left bustpoints on women and the center of the
nipples (thelion) on men.

24 BUTTOCK CIRCUMFIRENCE (BUiTCIRC) -- horizontal circumference of the
trunk at the level of the maximum protrusion of the right buttock.

25 BUTTOCK DEPFTI (BUTTDI1 1) -- horizontal depth of the torso at the level of
the maximum protrusion of the right buttock.

26 BUTI'OCK iIhEIGIIT (BUTIIIGItT) -- vertical distance between the standing
surface and the level of the maximum protrusion of the right buttock.

27 BUTTOCK-KNEE LENGTH (BU-ITKITIt) -- horizontal distance between the
most posterior point on either buttock and the front of the knee as measured in the
sitting position with the knees flexed 90 degrees.
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28 BUTI'OCK-POPLITEAL LENGTH (BUTTPLTH) - horizontal distance between
the most posterior point on the buttock and the back of the knee as measured in the
sitting position with the knees flexed 90 degrees.

29 CALF CIRCUMFERENCE (CALFCIRC) - maximum horizontal circumference of
the calf.

30 CALF HEIGHT (CALFHGHT) -- vertical distance between the standing surface
and the level of the maximum circumference of the calf.

31 CERVICALE HEIGHT (CERVHGHT) - vertical distance between the standing
surface and the cervicale landmark at the back of the neck at the maximum point of
quiet respiration.

32 CERVICALE HEIGHT SITTING (CERVSIT) -- vertical distance between the
sitting surface and the cervicale landmark on the back of the neck.

33 CHEST BREADTH (CHSTBDTH) - maximum horizontal breadth of chest at the
level of the bustpoint/thelion.

34 CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE (CHSTCIRC) -- maximum horizontal circumference
of the chest 4,t the level of the bustpoint on women and the nipple on mnen.

35 CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE AT SCYE (CHSTCISC) - horizontal circumference
of the chest at the level of the scye-at-midspine-landmark.

36 CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE BELOW BREAST (CHSTCB) - horizontal
circumference of the chest at the level of the inferior juncture of the lowest breast
with the rib cage.

37 CHEST DEPTM (CHSTDPTH) -- horizontal distance between the chest at the
level of the bustpoint on women and the nipple on men, and the back at the same
level.

38 CHEST HEIGHT (CHSTHGHT) - vertical distance between the standing surface
and the bustpoint on women and the nipple on men.

39 CROTCH HEIGt IT (CRCHiHGHT) -- vertical distance between the standing
surface and the crotch.

40 CROTCH LENGTH, NATURAL INDENTATION (CRCHLNI) -- distance
through the crotch between the abdomen and back at the level of the natural
indentation of the waist.

41 CROTCH LENGTH, OMPHALION (CRHLOM) -- distance through the crotch
between the navel and the same level on the back at the waist.
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42 CROIrCH LENGTH, POSTERIOR NATURAL INDENTATION (CRLPNI) --

surface distance from the crotch at the inner thigh landmark to the back of the waist
at the natural indentation of the waist.

43 CROTCH LENGTH, POSTERIOR OMPHALION (CRLPOM) -- surface distance
from the crotch at the inner thigh landmark to the back of th2 waist at the
omphalion.

44 EAR BREADTH (EARBDTH) -- maximum breadth of the ear perpendicular to its
long axis.

45 EAR LENGTH (EARLGTH) - length of the ear from its highest to lowest points
on a line parallel to the long axis of the ear.

46 EAR LENGTH ABOVE TRAGION (EARLTRAG) -- distance from the tragion
landmark to the top of the ear on a line parallel to the long axis of the ear.

47 EAR PROTR.USION (EARPROT) -- horizontal distance between the mastoid
process and the outside edge of the right ear at its most lateral point.

48 ELBOW CIRCUMFERENCE (ELBCIRC) -- circumference of the elbow in a
plane perpendicular to the long axis of the arm at the level of the olecranon center
landmark, with the arm straight at the side.

49 ELBOW REST HEIGHT (ELRHGHT) -- vertical distance between the sitting
surface and the olecranon landmark on the bottom of the flexed elbow.

50 EYE HEIGHT, SITTING (EYEIITSIT) -- vertical distance between the sitting
surface and the ectocanthus landmark at the outer corner of the eye.

51 FOOT BREADTH, HORIZONTAL (FTBRHOR) -- maximum breadth of the
standing foot between the first and fitth metatarsophalangeal landmark protrusions.

52 FOOT LENGTH (FOOTLGTII) -- distance between the tip of the longest toe and
the back of the heel of the standing foot.

53 FOREARM CIRCUMFERENCE, FLEXED (FCIRCFL) -- maximum
circumference of the forearm just above the elbow crease with the elbow flexed 90
degrees and the fist tightly clenched.

54 FOREARM-FFOREARM 13RIEADTI I (F(ORFOR0BR) -- maximum horizontal
distance between the lateral right forearm and the lateral left forearm.

55 FOREARM-hIAND LENGTI! (FORItIDLG) -- horizonta. distance between the
back of the tip of the elbow to the tip of the middle finger.

56 FUNCTIONAL LEG LENGTIt (FNCLEGLG) -- straight-line distance when
seated with the leg ex.ended between the footrest surface of the anthropometer and
the posterior surface cf the body.
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57 GLUTEAL FURROW HEIGHT (GLUFURHT) -- vertical distance between the
standing surface and the lowest point of the gluteal furrow under the buttocks.

58 HAND BREADTH (HANDBRTH) -- maximum breadth of the hand between the
metacarpal II and metacarpal V.

59 HAND CIRCUMFERENCE (HANDCIRC) -- maximum circumference of the
hand at the level of the metacarpal 11 and metacarpal V.

60 HAND LENGTH (HANDLGTH) -- length of the hand between the stylion
landmark on the wrist and the tip of the middle finger.

61 HEAD BREADTH (HEADBRTH) -- maximum horizontal breadth of the head
above the attachment of the ears.

62 HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE (HEADCIRC) - maximum circumference of the head
above the attachment of the ears and ridges of the eyebrows.

63 HEAD LENGTH (HEADLGTH) -- maximum length of the head between the
glabella landmark and the opisthocranion.

64 HEEL ANKLE CIRCUMFERF"- (HLAKCIRC) - circumference of the foot at
the arj.!e and base of the heel.

65 HEEL BREADTH (HFILBRTH) -- maximum horizontal distance between the
medial and lateral poi:-ts on the inside and outside of the heel.

66 HIP BREADTH (HIPBRTH) - horizontal distance between the hips at the level of
the lateral buttock landmarks.

67 HIP BREADTH, SITTING (HIPBRSIT) -- lateral maximum hip or thigh breadth
(whichever is broader) of a seated subject.

68 ILIOCRISTALE HEIGHT (ILCRSIT) -- vertical distance between the standing
surface and the iliocristale landmark on the, top of the right side of the pelvis.

69 INTERPUPILLARY BREADTII (INPUPBTH) -- horizontal distance between the
two pupils.

70 INTERSCYE I (INSCYEI) -- distance across the back between the top of the right
and left axillary fold posterior landmarks.

71 INTERSCYE 2 (INSCYE2) -- distance between the right and left midscye
landmarks on the back.

72 KNEE CIRCUMFERENCE (KNEECIRC) -- horizontal circumference of the knee
at the level of the midpatella landmark (standing).
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73 KNEE HEIGHT, MIDPATELLA (KNEEHTMP) -- vertical distance between the
standing surface and the center of the knee at the midpatella landmark.

74 KNEE HEIGHT, SITTING (KNEEHTSI) -- vertical distance between the bottom
of the planted foot and the suprapatellar landmark (located standing).

75 LATERAL FEMORAL EPICONDYLE HEIGHT (LATFEMEP) -- vertical
distance between the standing surface and the lateral femoral epicondyle landmark
on the outside of the knee.

76 LATERAL MALLEOLUS HEIGHT (LATMALHT) -- vertical distance between
the standing surface and the lateral ma!leolus on the outside of the ankle.

77 LOWER THIGH CIRCUMFERENCE (LOThCIRC) -- horizontal circumference
of the thigh at the level of the suprapatellar landmark.

78 MENTON-SELLION LENGTH (MENSELL) -- distance between the menton
landmark at the bottom of the chin and the sellion landmark at the deepest point of
the nasal root depression.

79 MIDSHOULDER HEIGHT, SITTING (MSHTSIT) -- vertical distance between
the sitting surface and !he midshoulder landmark at the middle of the top of the
right shoulder.

80 NECK-BUSTPOINT/THELION LENGTH (NKBPLGTH) -- distance between the
trapezius landmark at the side of the neck and the bustpoint landmark on women or
the nipple on men.

81 NECK CIRCUMFERENCE (NECKCIRC) -- circumference of the neck at the
infrathyroid landmark (Adam's apple).

82 NECK CIRCUMFERENCE, BASE (NECKCRCB) -- circumference at the base of
the neck at the anterior and lateral neck landmarks.

83 NECK HEIGHT, L\,VTERAL (NECKItTLT) -- vertical distance between the
standing surface and the trapezius landmark at the side of the neck.

84 OVERIHEAI) FINGERTIP REACH (OVIIDFVRti) -- vertical distance between
the standing ,urface and the tip of the right middle finger when the arms are
extended ovcrhaad and measured against the wall. The subject stands facing a wall-
mountcd scale with both arms extended overhead parallel to each other. The toes
are 20 cm from the wall and the feet are about 10 cm apart. The palms of the hands
rest on the scale. A block is p!aced against the tip of the finger tc establish the
measurement. The measurement is taken at the maximum pxint of quiet
respiration.
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85 OVERHEAD FINGERTIP REACH, EXTENDED (OVHFRHE) -- vertical
distance between the standing surface and the tip of the right middle finger when
the arm is extended overhead as high as possible and measured on a wall scale. The
subject stands on his/her toes facing a wall-mounted scale with both arms parallel
and extended overhead as far as possible. The toes are 20 cm from the wall and the
feet are about 10 cm apart. The palms of the hands rest on the scale. A block is
plactd against the tip of the finger to establish *he measurement. The m'asurement
is taken at the maximum point of quiet respiration.

86 OVERHEAD FINGERTIP REACH, SITTING (OVHDFRHS) -- vertical distance
between the sitting surface and the tip of the right middle fing,•r when the arm is
extended overhead and is measured on a wall scale. The subject sits erect on a flat
surface 40.8 cm high with the right arm and hand extended vertically overhead as far
as possible and the palm of the hand facing forward Neither the back nor the arm
touches the wall. A block placed at the tip of the middle finger spans the distance
between the finger and the wall and establishes the measurement on the wall scale.
The measurement is made at the maximum point of quiet respiration.

87 POPLITEAL HEIGHT (POPHGHT) -- vertical distance between the foot surface
and the bottom of the thigh just behind the knee. The subject is seated with the
thighs parallel and the knees flexed 90 degrees.

88 RADIALE-STYLION LENGTH (RASTL) -- distance between the radial.
landmark on the elbow and the stylion landmark on the wrist.

89 SCYE CIRCUMFERENCE (SCYECIRC) - vertical circumference of the upper
arm measured with a tape through the armpit passing over the acromion landmark
on the tip of the shoulder.

90 SCYE DEPTH (SCYEDPTH) -- vertical surface distance along the spine between
the cervicale landmark on the back of the neck and the scye level at midspine
landmark.

91 SHOULDER CIRCUMFERENCE (SHOUCIRC) -- horizontal circumference of
t',e sh )uiders at the level of the maximum protrusion of the right deltoid muscle.

92 SHOULDER-ELBOW LENGTH (SHOUELLT) - distance between the acromion
landmark on the tip of the shoulder and the olecranon landmark at the bottom of
the elbow flexed to 90 degrees.

93 SI IOULDER LENGTH (SIIOULGTlI ) -- surface distance between the trapezius
lai idmark at the base of the neck and the acromion landmark at the 6p of the
shoulder.

9, SITTING HEIGHT (SITTHGHT) -- vertical distance between the sitting surface
and the top of the head.
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95 SLEEVE LENGTlt: SPINE-ELBOW (SLLSPEL) -- horizontal surface distance 4

between the midspine landmark and the olecranon, center landmark at the tip of the
raised elbow. The measurement is made while the arms are held in a horizontal
position, parallei to the standing surface, and joined by bringing the fists together.

96 SLEEVE LENGTH: SPINE-SCYE (SLLSPSC) -- horizontal surface distance
between the midspine landmark and the posterior-diagonal-scye landmark at the
back of the raised right arm. The measurement is made while the arms are held in a
horizontal position, parallel to the standing surface, and joined by bringing the fists
together.

97 SLEEVE LENGTH: SPINE-WRIST (SLLSPWR) -- horizontal surface distance
from the midspine landmark, acrcss the olecranoq, center landmark at the tip of the
elbow to the dorsal wrist landmark. The measurement is made while the arms are
held in a horizontal position, parallel to the standing surface, and joined by bringing
the Fsts together.

98 SLEEVE OUTSEAM (SLOUTSM) -- straight-line distance between the acromion
landmark on the tip ui" he shoulder and the stylion landmark on the wrist, measured
with the arm is straight at the side and the palm facing forward.

99 SPAN (SPAN) -- distance between the tips of the third fingers when the arms are
stretched out horizontally.

1(0) STATURE (STATURE) -- vertical distance between the standing surface and the
top of the head.

101 STRAP LENGTH (STRLGTH) -- distance from the right bustpoint for women or
nipple for men over the back of the neck to the left bustpoint or nipple. The tape
passes over the left and right lateral neck landmarks.

102 SUPRASTERNALE HEIGHT (SUPSTRHT) -- vertical distance between the
standing surface and the suprasternale landmark at the lowest point of the notch at
the top of the breastbone.

103 TENTlH RIB HEIGHT (TENRIBI3IT) -- vertical distance between the standing
surface and the tenth rib landmark at the bottom of the ribcage.

104 TI IIGI I CIRCUMFERE NCE (TI IGI ICIRC) -- circumference of the thigh at its
juncture with the buttock.

105 TIHIGiH C1 IFARANCE (TIIGltCI R) -- vertical distance between the sittirg
surface and the highest point on the top of the thigh.

106 THUMB BREADTIH (TItUM1B3R) -- maximunm breadth of the thumb
perpendicular to its long axis.
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107 THUMBTIP REACH (THMBTPR) - horizontal distance between a wall against
which the posterior trunk is in contact and the tip of the thumb when the arm is
extended anteriorly.

TROCHANTERION' HEIGHT (TROCHHT) -- vertical distance between the
standing surface and the trochanterion landmark on the hip.

In earlier publications also referred to as trochanteric height.

109 VERTICAL TRUNK CIRCUMFERENCE (ASSC) 3 ' (VTCASCC) -- vertical
circumference of the trunk on a line passing between the buttocks and through the
jretch, and over :he bustpoint/thelion landmark and midshoulder landmark.

Aircrew Standardization Committee

110 VERTICAL TRUNK CIRCUMFERENCE (USA) (VTCUSA) -- vertical
circumference of the trunk on a line passing over the maximum protrusion of the
L[ tocKs and through the crotch, and over the bustpoint/thelion landmark and
midshouldei landmark.

U. S. Army.

111 WAIST BACK LENGTH, NATURAL INDENTATION (WSTILNI) -- vertical
surface distance between the cervicale landmark on the back of the neck and the
posterior waist (natural indentation) landmark.

112 WAIST BACK LENGTH, OMPlIALION (WSTBLOM) -- vertical surface distance
between the cervicale landmark on the back of the neck and the po3sterior waist
landmark at the level of the navel (omphalion).

113 WAIST BREADTH (WSTBRTII) -- horizontal breadth of the waist at the level of
the center of the navel (omphalion).

114 WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE, NATURAL INDENTATION (WSCIRCNI) --

horizontal circumference at the level of the natural indentation.

115 WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE, OMP1tALION (WSCIRCOM) -- horizontal distance
around the torso at the level of the center of the navel (omphalion).

116 WAIST I)lDill (WS'fDETII) -- horizontal distance between the front and back
of the waist at the level of the center oIf the navel (omphalion).

117 WAIST :RO(NT I[NGTII, NATURAL INDENTATION (WSTFRLNI) -- vertical
surface distance between the anterior neck landmark at the front of the neck and
the anterior waist (natural indentation).

119 WAIST FRONT I FNGTII, OMPIIA1.ION (WSTFRLOM) -- vertical surface
distance between the anterior neck landmark and center of the navel (omphalion).

119 WAIST IlGlHlT', NATUJRAI. INDENTATI)N (WSTIINI) -- vertical distance
between the ,tanding surface and the right natural indentation of the wait.
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120 WAIST HEIGHT, OMPHALUON (WSTHOM) - veriical distance between the
standing surface a.nd the center of the navel (omphalion).

121 WAIST HEIGHT, SITTING, NATURAL INDENTATION (WSHTSTNI) --
vertical distance between the sitting surface and the right natural indentation of the
waist.

122 WAIST HEIGHT, SITTING, OMPHIALION (W'SitTSTOM) -- vertical distance
between the sitting surface and the center of the navel (omphalion).

123 WAIST-HIP LENGTH (WSHIPLTI-) -- vertical distance between the right waist
landmark (omphal~on) and the right lateral buttock landmark.

124 WAIST, NATURAL INDENTATION -- WAIST, OMPHALION LENGTH
(WSNIWSOM) -- surface distance between the right waist (natural indentation)
landmark and the right waist (omphalion) landmark.

125 WEIGHT (WEIGHT) -- in centigrams (. 1 kilograms).

126 WRIST- CENTEZR OF GRIP LENGTH (WRCTRGRL) -- horizontal distance
between the stylion landmack on the wrist and the hole in the center of the gripped
dowel

127 WRIST CIRCUMFERENCE (WRISCIRC) -- circumference of the wrist
perpendicular to the long axis (,f the forcarm at the level of the stylion landmark.

128 '.k RIST HEIGHT (WRISIIGHT) -- vertical distance betwee, the standing surface
arid the stylion 1-!ndmark on the wrist when the arm is held straight down.

1219 WRIST HtEIGHIT, SITFING (WRISttTST) -- vertical distance between the floor
and the stylion landmark on the wrist of a seated subject when the arm is held
straight down. Note that the scat height used in measuring was 45.5 cm.

130 WRIST-INDEX I:ING(;f"R I.ENGTIi (WRINFNGI.) -- distance between the stylion
o)n the wrist and the tip of the index finger.

131 WRIST-111I1;MBTI 1II'NGTII (WR-illI.GlT ) -- horizontal distance between the
stylion landmark on the 'rit and the tip oif the thumb.

112 WRIST-WA I.i. I 1 N( ;Il I1 (WR WA I I I N) -- horiontal di,,taice between a wall
jpinsl which the pos1terror trbnk is in contact and the stvlion landmark on the wrist

when the xrm is extended anteriorly :rd the buttoKks and shoulders are against the
"wall.

131.' WRIST-WALL I.LNGTI 1, I:.X'T.NI)I-D (WRWAI.LLX) -. h:rizontal distance
,itween a wall against which the postcrior trunk is in contact and the stylion
iandmark on the wrist when the armi is maximally extended and the shoulder is
rotated forward and the bhtlocks and s•oulders are agair.t the wall.



Note: The following measurements are illustrated in Visual Index - Head Measurements,
pp. 50-51.

212 BIGONIAL BREADTH HEADBOARD (BIGBRH) - straight-line distance
between the right and left gonion landma,'ks at the corners of the jaw.

213 BIINFRAORBITAL BREADTH HEADBOARD (BIINORBH) -- straight-line
distance between the right and left infraorbitale landmarks at the bottom edge of
the bony eye socket.

214 BIOCL.LAR BREADTH MAXIMUM HEADBOARD (BIOCBRMH) -- straight-
line distance between the right and left ectoorbitale landmarks behind each bony
eye socket at the level of the outer corners of the eyes.

215 BITRAGION BREADTH HEADBOARD (BTRBDTHH) - straight-line distance
between the right and left tragion landmarks on the cartilaginous flaps in front of
each earhole.

216 BIZYGOMATIC BREADTH HEADBOARD (BIZYBRH) - straight-line distance
between the right and left zygion landmarks at the most lateral point of the
zygomatic arch.

217 LIP LENGTH HEADBOARD (LIPLGTHH) - straight-line distance between the
right and left cheilion landmarks at the corners of the mouth.

218 MAXIMUM FRONTAL BREADTH HEADBOARD (MAXFRONH) -- straight-
line distance between the right and left zygofrontale landmarks at the upper margins
of each bony eye socket.

219 MENTON-CRINION LENGTH HtEADBOARD (MENCRIN~i) -- straight-line
distance between the menton landmark at the bottom of the chin and the crinion
landmark at the lowest point of the hairline on the forehead.

220) MENTON-SELLION LENGTH IEADBOARD (MENSELLH) - straight-line
distance between the menton landmark and the sellion landmark at the deepest
point of the nasal root depression.

221 MENTON-SUBNASAI.E LENGTH! HIEADBOARD (MENSUBN1i) -- straight-
line distance between the menton landmark on the bottom of the chin and the
suhnasale landmark under the nose.

222 MINIMUM FRONTAl. ISREDAI)I1I H ADBOARD (MINFRONII) -- straight-
line distance between the right and left frontotemporale landmarks on the temporal
crests on each side of the forehead.

223 NOSE BREADTH lHEADBOARD (NOSEBR'I'i) -- straight-line distance between
right and left alare landmarks on the sides of the nostrils.
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224 NOSE PROTRUSION HEADBOARD (NOSEPRH) - straight-line distance
between the pronasale landmark on the tip of the nose and the subnasale landmark
under the nose.

225 SUBNASALE-ScLLLION HEADBOARD (SBNSSELH) -- straight-line distance
between the subna-sale landmark under the nose and the sellion landmark at the
deepest point of the nasal root dcprevion.

226 ALARE TO BACK Or i jlAD kAt.•,A1L) -- horizontal distancz •.,.,,,n the alare
landmark on the side of the nostrils and the vertical plane tangent to the back of the
head.

227 ALARE TO TOP OF HEAD (ALARET) -- vertical distance between the alare
landmark at the side of the nostril and the horizontal plane tangent to the top of the
head.

228 CHEILION TO BACK OF HEAD (CItEILB) -- horizontal distance between the
cheilion landmark at t:-e corner of the mouth and the vertical plane tangent to the
back of the head.

229 CItEILION TO TOP OF HEAD (CI IEILT) -- vertical distance between the
cheilion landmark at the corner of the mouth and the horizontal plane tangent to
the top of the head.

230) CRINION TO BACK OF HEAD (CRINIONX) -- horizontal distance b',tween the
crinion landmark at the lowest point of the hairline on the forehead and the vertical
plane tangent to the back of the head.

231 CRINION TO TOP OF HEAD (CRINIONZ) -- vertical distance between the
crinion landmark at the lowest point of the hairline on the forehead and the
horizontal plane tangent to the top of the head.

232 -(7T"OORBITAI.1-T0 BACK OF I IIAI) (ECIORBI) -- horizontal distance
between the ectoorhitale landmark behind the bony eye socket at the level of the
outer corner of the eye and the vertical plane tangent to the back of the head.

233 [CIOf(( )Rl8ffAI T() T(lP (F ! [Al) (IK(TRI;T) -- vertical distance between
the ectool rbitale landmark behind the b 'nvy eve socket at the level of the outer
corner of the eve and the horizontal plane tangent to the top of the head.

23.1 |R(O)NTOTI(' I-P(O)RAI l: T) B1M K (0) I" [IAl)(I:R'I|' B) -- horizontai distance
between the frontoteniporalc landmark on the temomral crest at the side of the
forehead and tihe vertical plane tangent to the back of the head.

235 FRONIO'ITMIPORAI. TO()T(OP C(F H|Al) (|:RT'-MI) -- vertical distance
between the froncotermnralc landmark on the temporal crest at the side of the
forehead and the hor•izontal plane tangenit i•o the top of the head.
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236 GLABELLA TO BACK OF HEAD (GLABX) -- horizontal distance between the
glabella landmark on the forehead between the eyebrows and the vertical plane
tangent to the back of the head.

237 GLABELLA TO TOP OF HEAD (GLABZ) - vertical distance between the
glabella landmark on the forehead between the eyebrows and the horizontal plane
tangent to the top of the head.

238 GONION TO BACK OF HEAD (GONIONB) -- horizontal distance between the
gonion landmark at the comer of the jaw and the vertical plane tangent to the back
of the head.

239 GONION TO TOP OF HEAD (GONIONT) - vertical distance between the
gonion landmark at the comer of the jaw and the horizontal plane tangent to the top
of the head.

240 INFRAORBITALE TO BACK OF HEAD (INFORBB) -- horizontal distance
between the infraorb~tale landmark on the bony eye socket under the eye and the
vertical plane tangent to the back of the head.

241 INFRAgORBITALE TO TOP OF HEAD (INFORBT) -- vertical distance betweer,
the infraorbitaie landmark or the bony eye socket under the eye and the horizontal
plane tangent to the top of the head.

242 MENTON TO BACK OF HEAD (MENTONX) -- horizontal distance between the
menton landmark at the bottom of the chin and the vertical plane tangent to the
back of the head.

243 MENTON TO TOP OF HEAD (MENTONZ) -- vertical distance between the
menton landmark at the bottom of the chin and the horizontal plane tangent to the
top of the head.

244 PROMENTON TO BACK OF HEAD (PMENTONX) -- horizontal distance
between the promenton landmark at the chin and the vertical plane tangent to the
back of the head.

245 PROMENTON TO TOP OF &'-',AD (PMENTONZ) - vertical distance between
the promenton landmark at the chin and the horizontal plane tangent to the top of
the head.

246 PRONASAII' TO BACK OF Iif-AD (PRONASX) -- horizontal distance between
the pronmsale landmark at the tip of the nose and the vertical plane tangent to the
back of the head.

247 PRONASALE TO TOP OF IIEAD (PRONASZ) -- vertical distance between the
prona.4ale landmark at the tip of the now, and the horizontal plane tangent to the
top of the head.
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248 SELLION TO BACK OF HEAD (SELLIONX) - horizontal distance between the
sellion landmark at the deepest point of the nasal root eepression and the vertical
plane tangent to the back of the head.

249 SELL., )N TO TOP OF HEAD (SELLIONZ) -- vertical distance between the
sellion iandmark at the deepest point of the nasal root depression and the
horizontal plane tangent to the top of the head.

250 STOMION TO BACK OF HEAD (STOMIONX) -- horizontal uistance between
the stomion landmark at the center of the mouth in the midsagittal plane and the
vertical plane tangent to the back of the head.

251 STOMION TO TOP OF HEAD (STOMIONZ) -- vertical distance between the
stomion landmark at the center of the mouth in the midsagittal plane and the
horizontal plane tangent to the top of the head.

252 SUBNASALE TO BACK OF HEAD (SUBNASX) -- horizontal distance between
the subnasale landmark under the nose and the vertical plane tangent to the back of
the head.

253 SUBNASALE TO -TOP OF IIEAD (SUBNASZ) -- vertical distance between the
subnasale landmark under the nose and the horizontal plane tangent to :he top of
the head.

254 TRAGION TO BACK OF HEAD (TRAGB) -- horizontal distance between the
tragion landmark on the cartilaginous flap in front of the earhole and the vertical
plane tangent to the hack of the head.

255 TRAGION TO TOP OF HIEAD (TRAGT) -- vertical distance between the tragion
landmark on the cartilaginous flap in front of the earhole and the horizontal plane
tangent to the top of the head.

25 6 ZYGION TO BACK O1F I IAD (ZYG(3) -- horizontal distance between the zygion
landmark on the ri,,,ornatioc arch and the verticai plane tangent to the hack (f the
head.

257 ZYGION TO TO P OF I I E-AD (ZYGT) -- vertical distance between the Zygion
landmark on the zN.4omatic arch and the horizontal plane tangent to the top of the
!"Cad.

258 ZYG(()FR( )NTAI IT O) BAC(K OF)F IlI'At) (ZYI"R B) -- hoizi.';t'l distance
between th ie ivg),,frontale landmark at the upper margin of !he tony eye socket and
the vertical plane tain'cnt to the back of the head.

25_ ZYGOF:R)N'AI .E ")TU )P Fi iwAI) (ZYFRT) -- vertical distance between the
zygofrontale landmark at the upper margin of the bony eye soket and the
horizontal plane tangent to the top of the helid.

?02 A(GE (AC;I E) -- c hronolwical age in years.
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VISUAL INDEX - THE STANDARD MEASUREMENTS (Continued)
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VISUAL WNDEX - THE STANDARD MEASUREMENTS (Ccntinued)
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VISUAL IINDEX - THE STANDARD MEASUREMENTS (C~nfinucd)
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VISUAL INDEX - HEAD MEASUREMENTS
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(236) GIAW1IA M PACK OF HEXD (254) TWl1Ct4 TO PAC( OF HEAD

(238) (X*IIC$ TO twTX OF ITX) 't21S6) VYlCW m TV NCX OF M{AD

(240) INYPNMIUTALE T) WXA OF MMA (2 ýA) ZYXZ-cPCWAI.E TO TAC OF Mfk"o



VISUAL INDEX - E-AD MEASUýRZPENTS (ConMUnud)

1/4

(231 CRTCt TOTC F MD(47 Fa--#IM'M FH

(223i) ?IAPE RM TO T'MP OF HEAL) (243) MUCONt TO TOCP OF IMAD

(22])) QGNI=A TO MOP CF ITAD (21245) SZXtWAE MC hS =ON HD.fltM?

(2')1) arNictl TO Top OF FHEA'D (247 ) ¶CIIWAMA TO TOP OF HEAD

(241) DoJFWqCRBrALZ TO 7rP OF IMAD (255) ~IPJAIO TO TOP OF HEAD

(219) M! ~-cR1)flCE Mu~ni tTADnflAMI (257) ZY-1MC* TO TOP OF ',TAD

(220) M2f~ltfTl-JIJCfl Iflrfl MfrAMU~ (2 59) ZYGOFflFr!ALF TO TOP OF HEAD



INDEX

Entries in capital letters are anthropometric measurements and those in
mixed capital and lower case letters represent landmarks on the .body. All
measurements given in the index have pages identified in a particular order. The
first page number is for the measurement definition followed by the Visual Index,
the male bivariate regression table, the female bivariate regression table, the male
stepwise regression table, and the female stepwise regression table. Any additional
entries are for the standard multiple regression tables. Only dependent variables
are indexed for the bivariate and stepwise regression tables while both eependent
and independent variables are identified in the standard multiple regression tables.
Entries are not provided for :he correlation tables since each variable appears on
every third page in each of the 10 tables.

Part I of this series is pp 1 - $1, Part 2 is pp.$2 - 312; Part 3 is pp. 313 - 572; Part 4 i pp. 573 - 853; Part

$ is pp. 854 - 984.

ABDOMINAL EXTENSION DEPTH, SITriNG (ABEXDPST, 2) 26,40,575,722,
356, 902,9 9-
952, 954, 958-
961,963

Abdominai point, antrio 14

ACROMLAL HEIGIPT (ACRHCGHT, 3) 26, 42, 576, 723,
856, 902, 954,
963

ACROMIAL HEIGHT, SIlTING (ACRHTST, 4) 26, 40, 577, 724,
856, 902, Q54,
963

Acromion 14

ACROMION-RADIALE LENGTh (ACRDLGTH, 5) 26, 46, 578, 72-5,
m56 'A), 951-
954, 960-963

At. r, ipo) )n 14

Alrc 14

AIARE TO ISACK OF 1lLA) (AIARI]1. 226) 37, 50, 703. 837,
MT2T, 919, 956,

965

MIAREi TO TOP OF HLA!) (AIARET, 227) 37, 51, 704, 837,
892, 938, 956,
905



ANKLE CIRCUMFERENCE (ANKLCIRC, 6) 26, 46, 579, 726,

857,903,949,
950, 953, 954,
9S& 959, 962,
963

Anterior superior iliac spine 14

AXILLA HEIGHT (AXHGHT, 7) 26, 41, 5W8, 727,
857,903,949,
950,954,958,
959,963

AXILLARY ARM CIRCUMFERENCE (AXARCTRC, 8) 26,44, 581, 728,
857,903,951-
954,960-963

Axiflary fold, posterior 14

BALL OF FOOT CIRCUMFERENCE (BLFTCIRC, 9) 26, 49, 582, 729,
857,903,954,
963

BALL OF FOOT LENGTH (BLFTLGTH, 10) 26,49, 583, 730,
858, 904, 954,
963

BIACROYIAL BREADTH (BCRMBDTH, 11) 26, 40, 584, 731,
85 904, 951-
954, 960-963

BICEPS CIRCUMFERENCE, FLEXED (BICIRCFI, 12) 26, 45, 585, 732,
858, 904, 951-
954, 960-963

BktpK point 14

BIDF.LTOID BR EADTH (BIDLBDTH, 13) 26, 40, 58W 733,
$68P, 9(4•, 951.
954, 9(4-%3

B1GONIAI. BRF..ADTlh IfE.ADBOARD (BI(BRIi, 212) 36, 50, 70, &VI,

BIINFRAORBITAL BREADTH IWF.ADOARD (BIINORBRH, 213) 39 .), 7M0, R13,
M9, 935, 955,

BIMALW. U)LAR BREADT)l (RIMBOThI, 14) X #9, 597,71,
L59, "05, 95.4,
961



BIOCULAR BREADTH MAXIMUM HEADBOARD (BIOCBRMH, 214) 36,50,700,833,
889,935, 955,
964

BISPINOUS BREADTH (BISBDTH1 15) 27,42,587,734,
859,905,954,
963

BITRAGION BREADTH HEADBOARD (BTRBDTHH, 215) 36,50,701,834,
889, 935, 955,
964

BITRAGION CHIN ARC (BITCHARC, 16) 27, 48, 588 735,
859,905,954,
963

BITRAGION CORONAL ARC (BITCOARC, 17) 27, 48A 589,735,
859,905,954,
963

BITRAGION CRINION ARC (BITCRARC, 18) 27. 48, 589, 736,
860,906,954,
963

BITRAGION FRONTAL ARC (BITFRARC, 19) 27,48, 590,736
86, 906,954,
963

BITRAGION SUBMANI'DIBULAR ARC (BITSMARC, 20) 27,48,591,737,
c0, 906, 954,

963

BITRAGION SUBNASAL A.-C (BITSNARC, 21) 27,48, 592, 737,
860, 906, 954,
963

BIZYGOMATIC B•READTH (BIZBDTH, 22) 27,48•,5 738,
861,907, 954,
963

B'ZYGOMATIC BREADTH HEADBOARD (BIZYBRH, 216) 36, 50, 701, 834,
80, 936, 955,
964

Bumploint 14

BLJSTPOINT/TI ,E1.,)N.Bt'USP."hINT/HELION BREADTH (BSTPTBR, 2,3) 27, 41,593, 738,
861, 907, 951,
952, 9.4, ',W4,
961,963

BIJtT(X'K C1It( WMTF-.RN,7NC U (BUT IriRC, 24) 27, 44. 594, 739,
861. 07.949,
950%954, 9i-')%3



BITTOC DEPTH (BU~rDP'T 25) V7, 43 55, 740,
86L 907, 9,
950-954, 958-%96L
963

BUT•OCX P HBGHT( LENGTH (GBT, 26) 27, 45,59 741,
862, 90.,49,
9 95&963

Buttock poizu- lateral 15

Buttock point- posterior 15

BLFTOCX-KNEE LENGTH (BAL CL-IR , 27) 27,40 597,742,
862, 9 954,
963

BCLFEGTPOP(TEL LENGTH (BU PLTH, 28) 28, 40, 6K, 743,
862,9A 9,54,

9•,963

CALF CIRCUMFERENCE (CALMCRGC, 29) 28, 45, 744,
862, 9(K, 949,
950. 953.954,
VA~ 959, 962.
963

CALF "IEGHT (CALFHE(HT. 30) 2&, 43, 6M 745,
863• 09, 949,

90954, VA~
959,%93

CAL, poiw 1.5

Ceroicake 15

CERVICALE HEIGHT (CL-RVIiIGHT. 31) 2&, 43, 601, 746.,
863.909. 951.
954.96-93

CER VICALE. HEIGHT SITTING (C-ERV-iIT. 32) 2&, 40X6UM 747.
863, V9,954,

963

Chcdaoa15

C) 117UON TO 1RACX OF HEAD (Q.IFILB, 228) 37. 50. 7K 838,
on3 9N., 9*

C)fEIUON 10) TOP OF READ (MRfILT, 229) 37, 51. 'M5. 838,
891, 93, 9*6



CHEST BREADTH (CHSTBDTH, 33) 28, 43, 603, 748,
863,909,949-
954, 958-961, 963

CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE (CHSTCIRC, 34) 28, 44, 604,749,
864,910,949954,
958-963

CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE AT SCYE (CHSTCISC, 35) 28, 44,605, 750,
864,910,951-
954,960-963

CHEST CiRCUMFERENCE BELOW BREAST (CHSTCB, 36) 28, 44,606, 751,
864,910,951-
954,960-963

CHEST DEPTH (CHSTDPTH, 37) 28,43,607,752,
864, 910, 949-
952,954,958-
961,963

CHEST HEIGHT (CHSTHGHT, 38) 28, 42,608, 753,
865, 911, 954,
963

Chin 15

Clavicic 15

Crinioo 15

CRIN1ON TO BACK OF HEAD (CRINIONX, Zii) 37, 50, 705, 839,
893, 939,956,
965

CRINION TO TOP OF HEAD (CRINIONZ, 231) 37, 51,706, 839,
893,939,956,
965

CROTCH HEIGHT (CRCIHIMMr. 39) 28, 45, 609, 754,
865,911,949,
950, 953, 954,
95A, 959.962,
963

CROTCH LENGTH. NATURAL INDENTATION (CRCHLN1, 40) 28, 42,610,755,
865, 911.,949,

950, 953, 954,
958, 959,962,
963



w
CROTCH LENGTH, OMPHALION (CRHLOM, 41) 29, 42,611, 756,

865, 911, 949.
950,953, 954,
958& 959,962,

CROTCH LENGTH, POSTERIOR NATURAL IND (CRLPNI, 42) 29, 46, 612, 756,
866, 912, 949,
950, 953, 954,

958A9, 962,
963

CROTCH LENGTH, POSTERIOR OMPHALION (CRLPOM, 43) 28, 46, 613,757,
866, 912, 949,
95 953, 954,
9, 959, 962,
963

Dactylion 11 16

Dactylion Il1 16

Deltoid point 16

Dorsal junclure o( calf and thigh 16

Dorsal juncture of foot and leg 16

Ear b•ttom 16

EAR BR•EADTH (EARBDIH, 44) 29, 48, 613, 757,
86, 912, 954,
903

EAR LENGTH (EARLGTH, 45) 29, 47, 613, 757,
866, 912, 954,
963

EAR LENGTH ABOVE TRAGION (EARLTRAG, 46) 29,47.614, 757,
867,913,954,
963

Ear point 16

EAR PROTRUSION (LARPROT. 47) 29, 47, 615, 757,
867,913,963

Ea top 16

EcIOCaMihua 17

EUtcxwhdak 17



FRONTOTEMPORALE TO TOP OF HEAD (FRTEMT, 235) 37,51,7A 841,
84, 941 956,
965

FUNCTIONAL LEG LENGTH (FNCLEGLG, 56) 29,46,623, 765,
869,915,954,
963

Glabella 17

GLABELIA TO BACK OF HEAD (GLABX, 736) 38,5D, 7% 842,
895, 941,956,
965

GLABELLA TO TOP OF HEAD (GLABZ, 237) 38 51, 709, 842,
895,941,96,
965

GLUTEAL FURROW HEIGHT (GLUFURHT, 57) 30,45,624,766,
869,915,949,
950,953,954,
958,959,962,
963

Gluteal furrow point 17

Gonion 18

GONION TO BACK OF HEAD (GONIONB, 238) 38, 50,709,843,
895,941, 956,
965

GONION TO TOP OF HEAD (GONIONT, 239) 38,51,710,843,
95, 941,96,

965

HAND BREADTH (HANDBRTH, 58) i0,49,625, 76;7,
S916, 954,
963

HAND CIRCUMFERENCE (HANDCIRC, 59) 30, 49,626, 767,
87, 916, 954,
963

HAND LENGTH (HANDLGT H, 60) 30 49,627,768,
916, 954,

963

HEAD BREADTH (HEADBRTH, 61) 30, 48, 62A, 769,
M 916.9K

963



ECTOORBITALE TO BACK OF HEAD (ECTORBB, 232) 37,50, 706, 840,
894, 940, 956,
965

ECT'OORBITAI.E TO TOP OF HEAD (ECTORBT, 233) 37, 51, 707, 840,
894, 940,956,
965

ELBOW CIRCUMFERENCE (ELBCIRC, 48) 29,44,616,758,
867, 913,954,
963

Elbow creasc 17

ELBOW REST HEIGHT (ELRHGHT', 49) 29,40, 617,759,
867,913

EYE HEIGHT, SIrTING (EYEHTSIT, 50) 29, 40, 617, 759,
"868, 914, 954,
963

Fifth mctatarsophalangca] ro-usion 17

First metatarsophalangeal protrusion 17

FOOT BREADTH, HORIZONTAL (FTBRHOR, 51) 29, 49, 618, 760,
869, 914, 954,
963

FOOT LENGTH (FOOTLGTH, 52) 29, 49,619, 761,
8'8914,954,
963

FOREARM CIRCUMFERENCE, FLEXED (FCIRCF'L 53) 29,45, 620, 762,
868, 914, 951.
954, 960-963

FOREARM-FOREARM BREADT1t (FORFORER, 54) 29, 46,621,763,
860,915,954,
963

FOREARM IlAND LENGTH (FORHIDL(;, 55) 2N, 45, 622, 764,
86,915, 951,
952, 954, 966,
961,963

FrontoAcm pot alk 17

FRONTOTEMPORALE TO BACK OF HEAD (FRTEMB, 2.34) 37. 50, 7-7, 841,
894,94C, 956,
96.5



I1'••YERSCYE I (INSCYEI, 70) 30,45,635,776,
873, 919, 951-
954,960-962, 964

"".RSCYE 2 (INSCYE2, 71) 3n,'43, 636, 776,
873, 919, 951-
953, 955, 960-
962, 964

KNEE CIRCUMFERENCE (KNEECIRC, 72) 30, 44, 637, 777,
873, 919, 94v,
950, 953, 955,
95A 959,962,
964

KNEE HEIGHT, MIDPATELLA (KNEEHTMP, 73) 31, 43,638,778,
T73, 919, 949,
950, 953, 955,
958,959,962,
964

KNEE HEIGHT, SITTING (KNEEHTSI, 74) 31, 40, 639, 779,
874, 920,955,
964

Knee point 18

Lateral femoral epicoodylc 19

LATERAL FEMORAL EPICONDYLE HEIGHT (LATFEMEP, 75) 31. 42, 640, 780,
874, 920, 949,
950, 955, 958,
959,964

LatCeal malleolus 19

U-L-: ERAL MALLEOLUS HEIGHT (LATMALHT, 76) 31, 49,641, 791,
974, 920,949,
950, 955, 958,
959,964

LIP LENGTH HErADBOARD (UPLGTHH, 217) 36, 50, 70 1, 934,
8cx), 936, 955,
964

LOWER THIGH CIRCUMFERENCE (LCTHCIRC, 77) 31,44, 641,781,
874,920, 99,
950, 953, 955,
9A 959,962,
964

MAXIMUM FRONTAL BREADTH HEADIB)ARD (MAX]FRON11, 218) 36, 50. 701, 835,
R90, 936 955,
.964



HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE (HEADCIRC., 62) 30, 48, 628, 769,
871, 917,954,
963

HEAD LENGTH (HE.ADLGTH, 63) 30,'48,629, 770,
871, 917, 954,
963

HEEL ANKLE CIRCUMFERENCE (HL.-KCIRC, 654) 30, 49,630,771,
871,917,954,
963

HEEL BREADTH (HEELBRTH, 65) 30, 49, 631,772,
871, 917, 954,
963

Heel point 18

HIP BREADTH (HIPBRTH, 66) 30, 46, 632, 773,
87M 918,949-
954, 958-963

HIP BREADTH, SIITING (HIPBRSIT, 67) 30, 40, 633, 774,
872S, 918, 954,
963

Miocrimst ale 18

ILIOC-RISTALE HEIGHT (!LCRS!T. 68) 30, 42, 634, 775,
8r2, 918, 949,
950, 954, 958,
959, 963

Inferior breast p4,int 18

Infrjorbitale 18

INFRAORBITALE TO BACK OF HEAD (INFORBB. 24.U) 38, 50, 710, 844,
896, '2. 956,

965

:NFRAORBIrALE TO TOP OF HEAD (INFORBT,. 241) 38, 5. 711,844,

965

Infrahyroid .8

lhncr thigh point 18

IN'TTERPUPILLARY BREADT14 (INPUPBTI., 69) 30, 4R, 635, 776,
872, 918, 95,
961



Menton 19

MENTON TO BACK OF HEAD (MENTONX, 242) 38 50, 711, 845,
896, 942, 956,
965

MEN'TON TO TOP OF.liEAD (MEN'TONZ, 243) X8 51, 712, 845,
8%, 94-2, 95-6
965

MEN-TON-CRINION LENGTH HEADBOARD (M.ENCRIN-H, 2-19) 36,51,70M 835,
8%,. 936.,955,
964

MENTON-SELLION LENGTH HEADBOARD (4ENISEUI.H. 220) 36,51,7X2,8S35,
891, 937, 955,
964

MENTON-SELUION LENGTH (MEISSEU., 79) 31, 48 M, 6 '821
875, 92 1, 955,
964

MENTON-SUBN&kSALE LENGTH HEADBOARD (ME.NSUBN-H. 2-21) .16, 51,702r, &15S.
891, 937, 955,
%4

Mclacarpalc Vi 19

Midp~alcia 19

m 1jd'ý uldc r p)Q

MllbNH()1 11)t R HFI( ,HT. u N (MSIfTSIT. 79) It. k, 40.42 :,

W4 91. MQ-ý;)A

Q',) K,44

%I ( K fit "JI' Ndilrl [W I 1()N I I %N(-tlf (SKRPI .-TII. 4) 11, 4.,M. f,. 1

A !, Q.,49



NECK CIRCUMFERENCE, BASE (N7ECKCRCB, 82) 31. 44,645, 78M,
m m9Z 951-

913. 955, 960-

NICX HEIGHT, LATERkAL (NETCKH1TLT, --,3' 3 1, 4 5, A6 76, TM
91b 9=1 955.

Neccl, anterior' lateral 2

NOSE BREADTH HEADBOARD (N'OSE BkTH. 2-23) 36, A )3 701 6
891, 937, 956

NOSE PROTRUSION HEADBOARD ("4OSE-PRH .2141 3-7, 51, 703, a36,
892. 9$. 5

Ofccx anon, Bottom. RcAr 2

Okecranou, Cmeir 2

('tobaaaofi Supcnow 2

(OVERHFAD F1N'(1[RTIP REACH (OVICA7 R II. '44) 31. 41, 64R, 7A,

OVY R HEAD FIN*(J RTIP R FA( It,. XII NUI D) (Od-lFRfit-, 0)S 1-' 41. 6'O. 'X9,

(ALRHEZAI)fl RTIP REACH. ýrflTIG (o'vIMFVHS, 'I6) !12 4 1. 6 '74),

N )Pl[TT'AL HIl VI ,lfr PWMTI,If 'i) 40.' 6~ A,'% '1.

1PWrf .me w~o Him 'nn .N)

FROMI NTCN To RM X O M4 IAD) PMI N'TOX. A4) 1,' " 6',4~

FROP'.4NTON TO TOP OF IllAt) (1 %T %CONI, .4ý) wk 5 I. 711. 44\

PNO Wtk



PRONASALE TO BACK OF HEAD (PRONASX, 246) 38, 50,713, 847,
897, 943, 9.46,
965

PRONASALE TO TOP OF HEAD (PRONASZ. 247) 38,51, 714, 847,
897, 943, 956,

Ptcrnon 21

Radiale 21

RADlALE-STYLION LENGTH (RASTI, 88) 32 41,654,792,
,877 923,955,

964

SCYC 21

SCYE CIRCUMFERENCE (SCYECIRC, 89) 32,44,655,793,
877,923,951-
953, 955, 960-
962,964

SCYE DEPTH (SCYEDPTH, 90) 32.4 6.560. 793,
878, 924,951-
953, 955,960-

SELLION TO BACY. OF HEAD (SELLUONX, 2A8) 39, 50 714, 941,
98, 944 956,

965

SELUON TO TOP OF HEAD (SELLUONZ., 2•) 39..51.715. ,,
-*8,944,9,56,

1*5

'4lOt LD)R CIR(UMfI.RENCE (SIIOU(IRC, 91) 31 44,. 7. -?q4,
89,94•. tm I-

96,,,,4A

* 'dt)ID[R .I)I• BO)W I I Nf4T (\•II01'1I.JT, 92) 32,45, &NM 79S,
878. 924, 9S I-

961.%.4

SHOtUL)IR 1F.N(DTHn 1~4 ITB 3 2. 41.659.7, 7)895 6.
VR7R 924, 951.

962.,"96



SITTING HEIGHT (SrI-THGHfT, 94) 32, 40, 659, 796
879, 925, 955,

SLEEVE LENGTH. SP!NE-ELBOW ýSULS PE1, 95) 33, 47, 660. 797,
8719, q25, 951-
94 1 Yý55, 960
9b-, I~t

SLEEVE LENGTH: SPI!NE-SCYE (ISLLSPý)C, 96) 33. 47, u61, 79tý
h-19. 925, 951-
953. 955, 960-

962, 964

SLEEVE LENGTH: SPINE-NWRIST (SLL-SPWR, 9-ý 33, 47, 662. 799,
"87,925, 95 1
953. 955.S 9(&)
9162,964

SLEEVE OU-TShAM. (ýLI.-T-M, "'s) 33, 44. 664, E

',PAN (SPAN. 99) 33. 46, 665. 'k) .

Inf 14 -,n

STOMI( N TO fAA( X (F IWA[)SOIGX ' W. 'u). 715, S49,

%65

VTO MI( N, To TO P OF1 M!A[D i510 M1(47 )NA ) V 1*,t 716 (1

I RAP I I. N(r)I('R Slit,Tl. 111) 11, 41 A.(t.&, 411,

5j,,tlq 112f%,1)60



SUBNASAL-SELLION HEADBOARD (SBNSSELH, 225) 37,51. 703,.836,
89,938,956,

965

Subnasale 22

SUýBNASALE TO BACK OF HEAD (SUBNASX, 2-52) 39, 50, 716,8&50.
M. , 945, 956,

965

SUBNASALE TO TOP OF HEAD (SUENASA, Z53) 39,51,717,85M,
899, 945, 956
965

Suprapatella 22

suprasterralc

SLPRASTERNALE, HEIGHT (SC PSThH-T, 102r) 33, 41, 669, &A.,
M81,927, 955.
964

Tenth Rib 2

TENJTH RIB HEIGHT (TEN'RIBHT, 103) 33,42,671,806,
881, 9'27, 949,
W~, 95 5, 958-

959, 964

T'hc hWA 2

THIGH ('I.CUMFV-I:.TNcE (T1IGIoRc, 1()4) 33. 44,6- W7'. 81

'95&Q59. 962,194A

THIGH ULEARANCE (THGMCLR. 105) 33, 40, 673, AA~t

ThýKh Posn 2

VL$, 955. 5

"I oh4p 44Ifsi



Tragioc 23

TRAGION TO BACK OF HEAD (TRAGB, 254) 39, ),717, 85 1,
899, 945, 956,

TRAGION TO TOP OF HEAD (TRAGT, 5i395,78,g1

965

Trapezius Point 23

Trockianter 23

TROCHANTERION HEIGHT CTROCYi. T, 108) 34, 45.,675, 910,
8 9ý 9A 955,
964

VERTICAL TRUNK CIRC-UMFE-REN-CE (A&SC) (v`TCASCC, 1(N) 34,45.676,811,
923, 949,

9 O-A)-92.1 9 55,
69- 961, 964

VE RTI CA L TR UNK (71R C1,M FFREN CE (LUS-A) (VTC1USA, 1 10) 34, 45, 678, 813,
893,929, 949-
S\955, "5958-

962,914

,A Ai' (Natural Imlnlanm) 24

%4. AJT BACK L:N6T`H, %-ATU'RAL INDFNTATION (WST13LN-1. 111) 11, 43. 69, 814,
S83, 929,.949-
953, 955 958-

WAIT A(RCM- R 1.1NOT , OMPH 'AI, O N(WTPI)M NAIO (12) ICI 11) 4. 44.(IAI. 9416.

952,964 IcA

WAIST (ThR MA lR I N(T, OMFHAI.ION (W%(lR(-OM%. I I U,", m ~, A17.

96*2,')4



WAIST DEPTH (WS rDEPrH, 116) 34,44,684,818,
884,930, 949-
952, 955, 958-
961, 964

WAIST FRONT LENGI-r, NATURAL INDENTATION (WS fTRLNI, 117) 34, 43,685,818,
884,930,949-
953, 955, 958-
962,964

WAIST -sRC Nr LENGTH, OMPH.AULON (vSTn-RLOM, 18) 35, 43,685,819,
885,931,949-
953,955,958&
962,964

WAIST HEIGHT, NATIUPAL INDtEN'rATION (N*STHNI, 119) 34,41,686 820,
885, 931, 049-

953, 955, 958-

WAIST HEIGHT, OMIN FA TUO R (DETTHOM 120) 335, 41,687, 821,
85, 931,949-
953. 955, 958-
962,964

"WAIST HEIGHT, Si"TTNG, O4ATURUNL IN(DENTATION, )21) 35,40,688,,'"'
MS, 931, 949.
953, 955, 958-
962 964

WAIST HEIGP i', Sr'NG OMPALION (sWi s.TOM, 35, 40, ,•, K22,
&,, 932, 949-

953, 955, 9-5&

962, 964"
WAIST MtP LE?• "iTl! (w" 111P1.TI-1. 1Z3) 35, 4 5, 69', 84221

93,955,9q-%

WAIST, NATIR \L IND)UNT'ATION-.WAIST OMPIALION (WSNIWSOM, 124) 35, 41, 679, 8291,
, 012, ,49.

9504,9

\, IIGIfT (WFI(.lIT, I',-: v.i,'(), 824, K8),
932, 954,)55,'
963-964

WRI%-T. C'1I:.NTV-R OF (.RIP LI.N(;TH (WPRCTR(G RL, 126) 15, 49, t1. 8-5,
$87 93.1, 95
9(4



WRIST CIRCUM-FERENCE (WRISC[RC, 1-n) 35, 44,6q2,8K26,
8r, M3, 951-
953,955,.0
962,964

WRIST HEIGHT ('WRISHGHT, 128) 35, 43, 694,827,
887933,9s',S

WRIST HEIGHT, SrITTING (WRISHTST, 129) 35, Al, 695, S8
MI7, 933, 955,
964

WRIST.INDEX FINGER LENGTH (WRI%4NFGL, 130) 3-5, 49. 6%, ?5C9,j
&Q48 9 U. 9 415,

WRIST-THiUMBTIP LENGTH ('wRTULGTH, 131) 35, 4', 647, 'ý30,
8K, 9ý4, 955,

W~RIST-WALL LENGTH (WRWALLLN, 132) 35, 46, 61)& K3 1,

WRIST-WALL 1. ENGTI1. EXTENDED (WRWALLEX, 131) 35, A6ý 64k), 832,

;Lys~oo24

Z i G 10N TO BA CK O F I iEA D (ZY(;B, 12%)

ZYGRION TO TOP OF fiE.Ar (ZYGT, 25ý7) 3), c ,7 V),S S"

7'ýgi frontAk

ZY(,0 O-i-)TA I F To BA(-K 01- HlAO) (/IA-RI. 2%4)) ,S 1',8.

Z Y G 0IR0NTA 1. F T 0 1 P 0OF iI' 1WA) ( !Y IR T. V))) ~, s 1, 72n, Ks 1,

7,1 louimnoit roports rP.'t-hw1idrt4kvn 4t the

i:7 Army MNat ik R#'.,'at~h, D.'vo.1pment 4n Er1liile 4~P~.. r 1,

'',ntor and h4o bren 4i-aitane,l 4o. MATII K/Vie' /,.

inrio noarios of r.-ports a pro ( ir puhlicatk&or.
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Fc- the atove-re-eeenced Technical Reports, note should be made that
head ant 4ace dimensions measured with the automated headboard device
*e-e re:crded to the nearest 0.1 millimeter, not to the nearest
millimeter as indicated origtnally on page 25 of Part I. Conversion
c-rcedures are outlined on the following page.



When calculat:ng regressions using head~card dimensions, conversions
4rom 0. 1 mm to I mm are necessary:

1) Whet .

Headboard dimension x dependent variable
Standard dimensicn = independent variable

d~vide the answer by 10.

e*. Glabý by Headc'.-c

x=(7.B62 * S67.7) + (-:95.2'9)

v=19q%.9294 / 10
x=199.7 mm

[Note: When weadtoard dimension is the d-pencent variable. the
Standard Estimate of Error is in 0.1 mm.)

Z) hen

wea•doa,= di•e~sion = inlenentent variable

Standard Ci,,ension = de•cment variable

mrti:1y headt¢ard input by !0.

e.!Z. :- Y 33;S at,

yzI 9 9 . 7  * 1<

x~•,lmm

Headnoar, dj:-e,%cn a i-te^men*ent variable
Heat:zarC dzi.iensicn a eoepndent variable

dpvire -a,:l iy 10.

y .* I())

x-19 9 7.2: 9 
/ 1I

x*19 9 . 7 "


